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Game modes

Play versus NON cheating AI (no free units or resources, no extra vision)(offline).

Battle versus players (up to 5 players - way more in the future)(online).

Mix them, AI + Players in the same game (online).

Procedurally and balanced generated maps: Luck can't help you !

Economic & Technological choices make every games different.
Adapt your strategy to your enemies and to your geographical position.

Gather experience every games and choose your battles wisely.
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Explore the world

Find where the ocean and your opponents are to choose where to expand and settle.

Expand your territory

World is crumbling, expand fast or let your people be doomed by the ocean.

Build up your economy

During centuries of peace, military strength wasn't a concern to your people, it is now. You have little time and enormous needs
so act as fast as you can.

Research technologies

The intellect of your people seems limited only by the amount of resources you're willing to throw at them. Could it be the key
to your success ?

Develop an army

You are no longer safe, you will need troops ASAP to send throughout the world to explore, expand and wage war.

Defeat your opponents

It is their fault the world is dying for overusing its resources, put an end to their madness to try and save what remains.

Survive the ocean

Respect nature, and nature shall not crumble the land under your feet too fast (maybe)
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I wish I could recommend this game, since by all rights it seems very well designed and appears to present a prospective player
with an interesting proposition and challenge for a city-building sim. Unfortunately, the implementation of the game's systems
are not particularly well-executed. While the in-game tutorials provide an explanation of how one should set about constructing
a town, the reality is that the correct implementation of various mechanics such as food production, housing, and infrastructure
is so obscure in practice that there is no real learning curve a player could reasonably be expected to overcome.

All too often, the same method of starting a town without issue on one map will not work on another map of virtually similar
layout. Pathfinding in particular seems to be poorly-optimized at best, and villager prioritization of basic needs is woefully
lacking. On numerous occasions, despite the nearby presence of thousands of units of stocked food contained within both
storage barns and marketplaces fully staffed with vendors, residents of neighboring houses will simply starve themselves to
death even if tasked with nothing other than acting as laborers without current duties beyond simply restocking the inventory of
their own homes.

Banished altogether is a very frustrating experience because while the music, interface, and premise behind it are charming and
indicative of a well-made game, the truth is that there is clearly not enough polish to the underlying structure of the game to
create anything other than a time sink that neither explains nor allows one to intuit how to succeed.. Great LEGO game, but not
really worth it nowadays. Get it on sale, maybe.. Very good and nice. Guys, this is barely early alpha. You need to wait a long
LONG time to see if this goes anywhere. RIght now, I'm betting against it.. Overall, an excellent game! If you're new to Ace
Combat, do not be scared by the "7". This is the perfect jumping-in point. In fact, you can jump in at almost every AC.

Pros in context of the Ace Combat series:
-standout soundtrack is stunning. Sound is already worth the price of admission
-visuals are great despite small details looking sometimes dated
-varied, though expectable, choice of planes
-cutscenes are stellar
-writing is often terrible, yet oddly emotional and compelling, just as an AC should be
-Ace Combat fans are rewarded for playing other games during campaign (as in story)

Cons:
-correct me if I'm wrong, but less planes than other ACs
-music player would be appreciated (the music is that good)
-by nature, multiplayer is too chaotic
-missions can sometimes feel more like a chore than fun
-multiplayer UI is very awkward. Obviously catered to console players
-cutscenes' scale feels very small. That is, there's never more than 3 people on screen at once

Cons not of the game's fault:
-often cringy, hateable fanbase. It seems only passing appreciators are bearable
-infested with players who want stick support so they can pretend they're sim pilots playing a sim. Noticeable review bomb by
these spergs. I have been a big fan of Devil May Cry since the first one came out and this was my first time playing a dmc game
on pc and it was a badass experiance. i was playing this on a toaster pretty much and i still got 40-60 fps at all times, you also
have a option to plug in a xbox 360 or xbox one controller to perform some sweet combos.

Final rating: Smoking Sick Style/10

. This is such a cute and fun little game. It's also somewhat challenging. I loved the music.
The 'extra game' is even more difficult, but still enjoyable as well.. Free Steam Card
. All of the music from the game itself. Some may find the music "dated" or whatever it is called (despite some audiophilia, I
can never remember the names people give such things) Others may love it for those same descriptions.

Not my favorite form of music, but far from my least.

My favorite tracks in the set are Adventure, Expanse, Past, Hope, Grime, and Home. This turn-based strategy brawler has been
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around since 2005, though aesthetically it could pass as an early 90's release. However.. aesthetics are not so important in a
game such as this, and thankfully it works where it matters. It is somewhat overwhelming at first, even with the in-game
tutorial.. but read the manual and watch the video tutorial, multiple times if you must, because the gameplay is surprisingly deep
and very fun indeed! The game is tough as nails, though you can customize the difficulty.. I found it very hard to put down.
Addictive.
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With DMC 5 due out soon, now is the perfect time to Get Motivated! Although the combat system lacks the skill ceiling of
DMC 3, and despite the aboslutely stupid amount of backrtracking/replaying as Dante you have to do, there's still enough
trademark CUHRAYZEE to make it worth your while. Runs smoother than the finest silk even on a toaster: a miracle of
modern optimization.. I got this game because it was on sale. The horrible reviews are pretty accurate tbh. I only buy 2k for the
MyCareer mode and honestly I don't know why I bother anymore. Whatever happened to playing a couple college games than
getting drafted and going on about your business? I've spent hours and hours playing the MyCareer mode and I'm playing in
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in China? What is this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Why is my name AI? This is
supposed to be My career but I have a name that has nothing to do with me and a narrative that also has
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 all to do with me. I just want to play a career mode in the NBA and I'm in China playing against my
arch nemesis "the flying dragon." This\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665is so corny. Why do they keep making
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665into a movie?? JUST LET ME GET DRAFTED AND PLAY THE
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING GAME.. Thumbs halfway. It does add a lot to the vanilla experience, but what it adds isn't
really my cup of tea. I was glad I could ask for humanitarian aid when my colony was facing starvation, but other than that,
trading and competing with other colonies isn't that fun for me. And it doesn't impact the game as much either.

The sponsor specific units give the game a lot of flavor, but I don't know if the asking price for this DLC is worth the content. I
got in a bundle, on sale, recommend you do the same.. Cool DLC if you want to play some hours of this game.. NAIRI: Tower
of Shirin is largely a great game. The graphics are adorable, the plot is great, good characters, etc. The only thing that isn't great
about it is the ending, which ends on a large cliffhanger. There should be a sequel at some point, but it does sort of overdo it
with the cliffhanger ending before a future installment. Despite this, NAIRI: Tower of Shirin, is still a great game, and I plan to
buy the sequel whenever it comes out, in order to recieve more closure to the story.

All in all:
Great characters, plot, fantastic art, medium ending, and it's pretty cheap considering how much work actually goes into making
a game. I'd absolutely recommend it.

Oh, right, and some of the puzzles can be a bit challenging, but none of them are too terrible, and, worst comes to worst, there is
an in-game hint system if you are a little stuck, and full video playthroughs online if you are extremely stuck.. Nice shooter!

This is a game with a dynamic and quite addictive gameplay with nice graphics.You have one goal is to destroy the bugs-
mutants.

In survival mode you play alone. You are attacked by bugs in waves with increasing complexity. Consumables in the form of
turrets, mines and grenades will help you stay alive longer. With the help of a more powerful gun I think the pumping will go
faster. In multiplayer you shoot bugs and other players. The maps in the game are not large.

This game leaves a very positive impression.. I'm a pretty big fan of solitaire games. I play them to relax and, at the same time,
exercise my mind a little. Too bad Avalon Legends doesn't really allow you to do either.

In a baffling design choice, you're unable to choose to replay a level you didn't do well on, making getting perfects almost
impossible. Which is bad enough, but even just doing well is very difficult, as your hand is often 80 to 90% cards you don't need
and won't use. I have literally found myself in situations in which I could remove almost no cards as all, because there wasn't a
single useful one in my hand. It was particularly common to find the same card over and over and over. Not that the game cares
at all if you've left almost every card on the board. For a solitaire game this frustrating, the actual goals it asks you to achieve are
so easy you can do poorly on every single stage and still complete them.

There isn't much else in the way to allow you to strategize, either. You're given a paltry few wild cards, and most of the time
they're barely worth using, since they won't get you far. There are items you can buy that give you abilities, but most of these are
pretty useless, being things like giving you 1 more undo, or something similarly pathetic.

The story in the game isn't even interesting enough to keep be going. There's just nothing fun about this game.

I know I can't expect every solitaire game to be Faerie Solitaire, but I can certainly expect them to be better than this.. Second
verse as great as the first.
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